"Chimes of Normandy"-Nearing Completion

TUNEFUL COMIC OPERA WILL BE PRODUCED AT ENGLISH ON FRI. 19

CHORAL SOCIETY AND ORCHESTRA FASHI

CHORAL SOCIETY AND ORCHESTRA FASHI

Choral Society and Orchestra Faulty For the Inven-

Tune for the Invention- Fine Tunes is represented in List of Those Appearing.

The first united rehearsal of the University and Iowa City Choral Society, the university orchestra, and the soloists for the opera "The Chimes of Normandy" was held Monday evening. This opera to be produced by the united effort of those organizations a week from this Wednesday.

Tune for the Invention-Fine Tunes is represented in List of Those Appearing.

F. R. RINDE TO BEGIN FINE WORK

NOTE TO Y. M. C. A. MAN WIN COUNCIL 

IMPORTANT MEETING IN EDUCATIONS

A member of interesting notes may have come light concerning the college career of Mr. Fred R. Rinde, who speaks at the midweek meeting of the Y. M. C. A. this evening at close hall. He received his A. and B. M. from Columbia University.

While there he won the gymnastic championship one year, was a member of the class and was prom- 

oted to Phi Beta Kappa, the honorary educational fraternity. After his graduation he remained for two years as a teacher and of the athletes of the university. For the past four years Mr. Rinde has been secretary of the Industrial service and a member of the Y. M. C. A.

Mr. Rinde will speak this evening on "The Relation of the College Man to the Industrial Masses" or "The Challenge of the City." He is unusually qualified to discuss this subject, having had a great deal of information obtained through many years of experience in work among the working classes of the United States. It will be well worth the while of every college man to hear this address upon a question that is of vital importance in the present, especially to the college man who must handle great numbers of workingmen.

MA LI LEE, CHINESE GIRL TO SPEAK HERE

WILL LECTURE ON SUBJECT "CHANGING CHINA," THIS EVENING

In a student at Iowa Wesleyan College-

WILL BE ROYALLY ENTERTAINED IN IOWA CITY-SPEAKS TO STUDENTS

The local Y. M. C. A. has been fortunate in securing a most in-

teresting and able speaker in the person of Miss Li Lee, a Chinese girl student at Iowa Wesleyan. Miss Lee will arrive in Iowa City this week and, while here, will be entertained by a number of the students and other college friends.

Alleson, the Alumni, will be the grand at-

tendee of an informal "open house" at close hall, the affair lasting from 8:30 to 10:30 o'clock.

In the evening at the regular Y. M. C. A. meeting at 7:00 o'clock Miss Lee, in her speech on the subject "Changing China," will be told of his great interest and is not only educational but extremely entertaining.

Every young woman of the university as well as the women of the faculty and of the city is intri-

gued with the question of who Miss Lee will be, and the question will be answered at the open house and the evening meeting.

ENTERTAINMENT IN GERMAN LANGUAGE TO BE STAGED

Come to Give German Comedy, Songs, and Fireside Friday Night

A program given entirely in the German language, consisting of a performance of a German comedy with songs and readings will be put on by the German members of the Commercial Club at Friday night, as arranged by the entertainment committee of the club as a special feature of the meeting.

The meeting will be open to all.

GERMANIANNAKER ELECTED PRESIDENT

Hahnenkamm society of the homestudent chapter of the college held an election of officers last Friday evening. The new officers are: President, Miss Elise Hahnenkamm; Vice-president, F. A. Royal; Treasurer, Miss Anna Madson; Orator, Miss Eva Frasen. Prof. Delafield and Misses Stouffer, Bullis, Miss Hahnenkamm, Miss Voss were present.

PLEGED TO KAPPA SIGMA

Emmet P. Delaney of Clifton, N. J., has been pledged to Kappa Sigma.

STUDENT PASTOR FOR METHODISTS

Methodist University Students Will Have Resident Minister on Their Own

That the Methodist students of Iowa university are to have a student pastor of their own hereafter was the word brought back from Lawrence, Kansas, by Rev. R. S. Ellis. The matter is now in the hands of Bishop Frank M. Brown of Omaha, Neb., and it is thought that the pastor will be here by March 1.

The final definite action was taken by the inter-conference commission, a body representing the four Methodist societies,.

While it is not positively known what the salary will be for the new student pastor, it is understood that it will be in the neighborhood of $1,500 yearly. The Aibel college man, who recently took up his work there, is being paid that amount.

The college men of a best pastor for the Methodist students of the university has long been the aim of prominent Methodists in this city, in order to act as an agent for Dr. R. S. Ellis and also have direct charge of the religious work of the university membership.

CLUB HOUSE FOR BAPTIST STUDENTS

Northern Baptist Association to Ask For $15,000 Appropriation to Erect Structure

That the Northern Baptist association at last meeting on March 13, will ask for $15,000 for the Iowa city church with which to build a club house.

The association has been thinking of making this donation for a number of years, and it is now understood that the Baptist church is, within the last few years, able to secure a building where the students may meet to study the Bible, and to have a place where they may meet and worship in the spirit of the Baptist church.

DENT-ENGINEER CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

WILL BE PLAYED AT ARMORY SATURDAY AFTERNOON--A FIERCE BATTLE

Struggle for Basketball Supremacy Will be Hot Fought--L. A. Phonographists to Play as Captain Blowers.

The championship in the intercollegiate basketball games between Luther and Coles College will be played off next Saturday afternoon at 3:10 o’clock between the engineers and the dentists. A certain ranger from the former was scheduled at 1:10 by the teams representing the liberal arts and the school of dentistry to see which one is entitled to third position in the final standing.

The dentist has won the honors for the past two years and a strong aggregation again this season but in the engineers will meet a team that is by far the best combination which has ever followed the disciplined by the players of the city and the name of the school is not known to the unexperienced. It is hoped that everybody will show their apprecia-

tion of its ceaseless efforts and attend the contests Saturday. The dentist will add to their own
to the usual games which is to be played in the evening and a large crown can be easily accomplished.

Following the close of the basketball season, wrestling will be the center of attraction until Coach Kel-

ling gives on the ice for the year. The candidates will be probably issued in two or three weeks and it is the intention of the management hereafter to act as an agent for Dr. R. S. Ellis and have direct charge of the religious work of the university membership.

The basketball season will not be

asked to report until the middle of March, the date when the coach of the department will arrive and begin indoor practice. The athletic board has not selected a baseball coach yet, but many names are before the com-

decided, although to just what extent the president is not able to state positively. The loss will ap-
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Wednesday, February 12, 1913
WATCH THE ENGINEERS
The demand for self government is becoming more and more present.
Not only are individual students backing up the cause but organizations are taking a hand in the matter. We are pleased to note that the associated students have taken an initiative in the matter and have started the ball rolling. The engineers have not only shown their willingness to support a system of self government but have, as a whole, and are willing to try it out for themselves. The engineering college will be a subject of great interest to us for two weeks from now on that college it will be determined whether we are really ready to govern ourselves. The engineers may be taken as typical of the university student body, and if their system of self government turns out to be a success we may be safe in saying that a more comprehensive system for the whole university would meet with equal success. If it is a failure then we should be better to adopt the system for the whole, a part of which has proven itself for it. We however have great faith in the engineers and are convinced that they are able to scratch out anything they understand, it would hardly be typical of the engineers to start something they could not finish. It would be wise however for both the supporters and the opponents of the system to watch closely the result. The matter is too important to be left in that college from now until the time when this matter is submitted to the student body for final judgment.

This brings me out for the movement we will expect others to take the matter up. The deans, the laws, and in fact all the democratic spirited college and organizations in the university should fall in line. There is no question but that the adoption of a system of self government would prove to be the advance of the masses at the expense of the who are in the habit of planning for themselves all that favors of honor and personal gain without consulting the wishes of the majority. This belief is strengthened by the fact that the colleges in which this real democratic spirit has been the most apparent for years was the first to come out for the proposed system, and to feel the need of it here at Iowa. Let's all get together and boost for self government. We can ask for a greater universality in no better way than by putting our shoulder to the wheel and boosting for an institution that will insure the perpetuation and development of the real democratic spirit that is the foundation for every successful American institution. These poppy seed of Old told have found time to think of the whole university even during a time when their own college is at stake, let us not let them stand alone for this worthy cause.

TO THE LAWS
Before
I want a "B"
I want a "D"
I want to be a full fledged lawyer
in the land of me "I'll live happy Reading books and starting he,
I want a "B"
I wish the faculty would hurry
For I love our dear old faculty
A-C I don't know how to spell it
But I want a "B"
From our dear old faculty

After
I got a "B"
I got a "D"
I got a "D" from the four old faculty
They were not so very nice to me.
They hand me one every one "D"
I got a "D"
I got a "D" in every study
I'll tell the folks I got a "B"
6-11-G I hate to study
But I should worry
For I got a "D"
From the dear old faculty.

COMING EVENTS
Feb. 15 Minnesota vs Iowa at
Columbus.
Feb. 16 Cornell vs Iowa at
University City.
Feb. 19 Annual Session of Sigma
Xi society.
Feb. 20 N. O. L. preliminary.
Feb. 20 Chimes of Normalcy
given by University and Iowa City
Chamber of Commerce and University
Campus-Rutger Theatre.
Feb. 24 Band concert, nature
science auditorium.

35. Freeman oratorical
contest.
Mar. 1, Northwestern vs Iowa at
Iowa City.
March 7. University championship
debate.
Mar. 7, Y. W. C. A. County Fair
at university armory.
March 7. Ruggseger's Parade
and Show.
April 4 Military Ball, University
Armory.

A harmony dinner was given to the students and faculty of the Uni-
versity of Chicago which over five hundred students attended. It was
given in honor of the twentieth an-
niversary of the first convocation.

ADVERTISE IN THE IOWAN
WANTED-A single room. Bo-
WANTED—Student in keeping but
WANTED A single room. Rent
READ YOUR OWN IOWAN
Subscriptions for the Iowan: $2.00.
Henry Louis
The Rexall
H. Louis

Either Gloss or
Dally Papers and
Laundry

Winter Time Is
Flashlight Time

Books: 'The
College

Ed. Hall
Professor

As we look at the beautiful illus-
trations in our modern books and
magazines we seldom think of the
laborious processes which made
possible these pictures. We do not
often think of the interesting history
which surrounds the making of
prints and engravings. For instance,
how many know that the lithograph-

fulfillment has been made as the
monthly magazines show. The lat-
est means for color printing is the
rotary offset press by means of
which the colors are placed on the

When your lighting bill
is a much light in each room,
or
sometimes as many rooms lighted,
or
sometimes as many hours of light.

Which Light are You Using?

IOWA CITY LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY

The Public Utility That Gives the Square Deal

Three times as many room
for color printing
in the future.

Herbert, President

The three color process
is a slow process. A few
are the old fashioned wood
engraving, the wax plate and the prevalent
which the colors are placed on the
paper in one impression. This will
in all likelihood become the prevail-

and The three color process
was discovered accidental-
ly by a man when figuring his

If you haven't delivered every
morning, tell us about it.

GIVE DANCING PARTY

The basketball squad of Missouri
University will be put on a training
table. The men will eat at the same
table, under the eye of a trainer.

RESULTS COUNT
and we have the knowledge, the equipment and the desire
to produce RESULTS. Let us prove this by taking your
group pictures for the Hawkaye.

Townsend's Studio

Reichardt's

HOURS FOR MEALS
DINNER, 11:00 to 150
SUPPER, 5:00 to 7:00
SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

INVESTIGATE FOR YOURSELF

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS
THE MIDLAND SCHOOL TEACHERS AGENCY, OF DES
MONES, IOWA, secures good positions for a large percentage of
the graduates from Iowa colleges every year. It does a reliable
and conservative business and commands the confidence of employ-
ing officers in every state west of the Mississippi River. It contract
in the most liberal. Write today for plans.

C. R. SCROGGIE, Proprietor and Manager
Why Does a Merchant
Keep His Store Open
in the Dull Season?

"Well, Charlie, you couldn't come down to the store in the morning—the dull season has come and we might as well close up till business picks up again."

The foregoing of course never happened, for no merchant would think of closing his store just because business had fallen off between seasons.

In every line of retail trade there come during the year periods known as "dull seasons." But in these "dull seasons" expenses go on just the same. There is the rent to pay as usual. Electric light and heating bills must be paid just the same as when business is good. Clerks' salaries must be paid although they are spending their time discussing the coming season's baseball possibilities instead of selling merchandise.

What does the Progressive Merchant do in this time of heavy expense and no business.

The modern department store uses this period to clean up the season's odds and ends through a series of extremely profitable sales—makes the dull season an asset instead of a liability.

The automobile manufacturer continues his $400 a day in the big weekly all winter, although he does not sell a single car. He uses this season to drive his convincing message that sells cars, yes, hundreds of them, when the spring season opens up.

A big store manufacturer advertises hard coal base burners all winter when the thought of a stove makes you perspire all over. But he drives home the name of his stove so that when people need them, the name of his base burner sticks in their mind in the exclusion of all others.

In short, the purpose of this is to show that it is just as sensible for a merchant to continue his advertising in the dull season as it would be for him to close his store till business became good again.

A progressive merchant will think up ways to cash in on the winter season—he why he has a better, bigger and more profitable store than his competitor across the street, who waits for the good season to continue his advertising.

It is not as important to advertise in the dull season as it is to decorate your windows in the dull season.

You Reach Over 3000 Readers Every Morning Through the Columns of

The Daily Iowan

Aren't You Tired of Common Made-Shifts?

Woolen garments give you a "custom tailored" look.

The New Spring Suit and盖ns aren't put on until Tuesday morning, February 11th. Come and see them.

THORPE CASE SHOWS RESULT OF "RULE"

ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF ABDUCTION OF "SEAM-

Question, however, is not. "What is the rule?" but "How may this case be adjudicated?"—Prof. Smith Interviewed.

The opponents of the summer baseball rule who make their habitation down at Illinois university are now just suggesting that "Jim" Thorpe recently discovered as a professional athlete, he pointed out as an example of what the semi-pro rule does. The critics at the university of Iowa were always of the opinion that the question is no longer: Is the rule harmful? but "How may this case be adjudicated?"—Prof. Smith Interviewed.

"I think this is the situation of the semi-pro rule in which the ball was rescinded scarcely five years ago were passed before these interested in track, basketball and football would come forward with the argument that these semi-pros were not recognized in baseball why should collegiate track, basketball and football be hampered by such a rule. I know the rule was taken away from every sport and we would continue to fix with this season—is it possible to regulate this rule in order that, a half dozen men from our school within a period of probably twenty-five years may play eligibility competition in the Big Nine conference, or are we in need of the ruling, so that the great majority of our athletes may play college sports during the season in which they have to offer" so that the school itself may be benefited, by the increased number of participants.

"At all three conferences have been answered we may then see how reconstruction may be accomplished. Before the reconstruction of the semi-pro rule in the Big Nine conference at least a unanimous vote in favor of reconstruction must be secured. At the same time schools within the conference must qualish their desires to play outside fields, and must learn to restrict themselves to their own circles of schools where the rule has been rescued.

"Now the schools of the far west for example, might very well do such a thing for they have a barrier to the east. Here it is different. Always there is some institution which is wanting a game with some larger eastern school. But in the east is getting outside of our circle and I imagine Thorpe comes in for a lot of severe criticism there as does even the smallest item of professionalism."

A unanimous vote on rescinding the summer baseball rule is far in attainable in the Big Nine conference just now and those who have interested themselves in the question believe that the date is far distant when reconstruction will come so that those who play baseball in the semi-pros must enter into competition on collegiate teams.

The situation shows three phases in the legal point of view. First, the rule must be rescinded; second, doctrine of Big Nine schools to play eastern teams must be qualified, for those schools who enter into collegiate competition must be treated there and the agreement must be lived up to.

FINNIE ILLUSTRATION EXHIBIT SHOWN AT LIBRARY

Both Pictures and Books on the Subject of the Different Processes are on Display for Students.

An exhibit showing the different methods that have been used in the illustration of books has been placed in the library reading room.

The development of wood engraving from the crude line sketches of the 15th century to the definitive beauty of the engravings of Timothy Cole and Henry Wolf in the Century and Harper magazine is shown. Other methods of illustration in the exhibits are etching, steel engraving, mezzotint, simple engraving, lithography in half tone, photogravure, and the modern color process.

Some of the features to be noted are the engravings illustrating the poems of Thomas Campion and John Taylor, the London bank note, a post which at a cost of $25,000 employed Turner to paint the pictures for these illustrations and engraving to copy the paintings; the paragraph illustrating the different edition of Audubon's Birds of North America: also a series of 24 Impressions showing the steps necessary to make a copper engraving of a bird, and the process of a group of birds in the Standard dictionary. Books describing the different engraving processes are also at hand.
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